


From the sailing point of view the goal in designing the Saare 41 has 

been to provide a well balanced and stiff yacht that is a pleasure to 

sail even with limited crew in demanding conditions. The hull shape 

reflects the latest thinking with a low resistance hull shape that also 

has the ability to carry the necessary load involved with ultimate 

cruising comfort without losing excellent sailing performance 

characteristics, both upwind and downwind.

The general layout emphasizes the feeling of space and light 

together with a functional layout. The high freeboard combined 

with the central cockpit gives excellent facilities to realize this. 

Despite the open spaces the interior areas provide good support for 

bad conditions, with good access between key areas.

The construction of Saare 41 utilises well proven concepts together 

with carefully optimised material utilisation that provides a stiff, 

quiet and reliable long lasting platform to carry the loads involved. 

Karl-Johan Stråhlmann

Saare 41 designer
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Natural wood with luxury finish together with stainless steel

and fabrics of the highest quality create the atmosphere

in the spacious and light-filled cabins.
Loa 12,52 m

Bmax 3,92 m

Draft 2,00 m

Displacement 10 500 kg

Ballast 3900 kg

Mainsail 48 m2

Genoa (138%) 55 m2

Foretriangle 38 m2

Spinnaker 120 m2

I = 16,45 m

J = 4,67 m

P = 15,5 m

E = 5,2 m

Saare 41 main dimenSionS



saarepaat@saarepaat.ee 
www.saareyachts.ee
www.saarepaat.ee

Saare Paat AS
Nasva 93872
ESToNIA

tel + 372 45 24 460
fax + 372 45 24 461


